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Easy Housing provides sustainable affordable homes in emerging economies. We
offer a circular and biobased building concept and use sustainable timber. Our
homes are climate resilient and carbon neutral. We build with local labour and
values, while our concept is scalable through prefabrication and partnerships.
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INTRODUCTION
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Housing challenge

The global affordable housing deficit is one of the biggest challenges of this century. Rapid urbanization and economic development
in the global South are pushing the demand for new buildings at an unprecedented speed. The global housing deficit is projected at
300 million homes by 2030 (Reall, 2021).
By 2050, an estimated 3 billion additional people will need access to an affordable home (UNHABITAT, 2021). Nowadays, buildings
still account for 38% of global CO2 emissions and the cement industry alone accounts for 8% of all emissions. In addition,
construction currently causes 30% of all waste and 50% of all resource extraction (UNEP, 2021). When we continue to provide
housing with traditional (concrete) building methods, this will have a devastating impact on the climate and on the environment.
Housing has to be climate-smart and must be able to cope with the impact of climate change. Natural disasters like hurricanes,
droughts and floods are occurring at increasing rates. Many regions suffer from changing rainy seasons, higher temperatures, sea
level rise and earthquakes. These challenges urge us to embrace carbon neutral and circular building methods that ensure climate
mitigation and adaptation.
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Housing opportunity

At the moment, over 4.1 billion people live in urban areas, which is roughly 55% of the
entire population. Urbanisation will continue and urban dwellers will account for 67%
of the global population by 2050. The UN predicts a global population of around 10
billion people by 2050. Thus, by the middle of this century almost 3 billion more
people will be living in cities than at the moment.
Thus, around 600M extra homes will be needed on top of the current deficit. In
addition, one out of three urban dwellers currently live in informal settlements, with
much higher numbers in developing countries. These will also have to be upgraded
to meet our Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
The global housing deficit is an enormous challenge, but also creates one of the
biggest growth markets in the world. We need to embrace sustainable, affordable,
and scalable housing solutions. Only then will we reach a thriving and equitable
world with comfortable, safe and healthy homes for everyone.
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Our solution

Easy Housing is a circular and carbon-negative building concept based on timber. We have developed a standardised and scalable
building concept that offers a universal solution to the urgent and growing need for affordable sustainable housing across the globe.
Easy Housing is climate resilient and can withstand natural disasters like floods, earthquakes and hurricanes. Timber buildings are
proven to have a healthier indoor environment and have a high comfort level. Easy Housing has been engineered to be safe and durable,
and the building details are energy efficient, fire proof and acoustically sound.
Easy Housing is a circular building concept. This creates long-term value and allows for relocation, repurposing, and incremental
building. Our homes do not cause waste during construction nor at the end of life. Through standardisation and supply chain
optimisation, the concept is cost-effective.
The building concept can be tailored to local building requirements, such as cultural aspects, available building materials and climate
conditions. We offer flexibility in typologies and floor plans. Our partnership model empowers the local building ecosystem in which jobs
are created for the local community. This combination of a standardised sustainable building system that can still be tailored to local
cultural demand and project design criteria, makes Easy Housing a unique solution that has a positive impact on nearly all Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
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Value proposition
Climate resilient & carbon neutral

Easy Housing is an integrated building solution. We
offer a physical building system, together with the
technical information and support that is needed to
adopt our sustainable building concept. We operate on a
global level and have optimised our logistics to make
our building solution accessible around the world.
Easy Housing has developed its concept around four
core values which we see as fundamental to solving the
global need for climate-smart and affordable housing. >
We work together with all kinds of organisations. Our
clients are building partners, such as contractors,
project developers or housing corporations. Next to
that, we cooperate with international organisations that
share our focus on providing affordable sustainable
housing.

Circular & biobased building system

Cultural integration & local labour

Scalable & standardised concept
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Products and services
Timber frame building package

Technical details & manuals

Support & capacity building

The building package entails the physical
beams, columns, boards and screws that create
the structural timber frame of the homes.

Easy Housing offers several standard designs,
but also makes bespoke designs for clients to
fit their project needs. The system gives a lot of
flexibility in housing typologies, floorplans, etc.

Building projects in regions where timber frame
construction is not well known, may require
additional training and support beyond what is
shared digitally in our building instructions and
manuals.

The building package is the core of the concept
and ensures the product quality and
sustainability. This way, building partners have
access to a circular and climate-smart building
concept without the costs and risks of
developing it themselves.
This offers standardised quality, with respect to
structural integrity, fire safety, acoustics and
building codes, circularity and lifespan.
The building package is sourced locally as much
as possible. Other materials and labour are
directly procured by the building partners.

During the design phase, Easy Housing provides
a quote on the cost of the building package and
the license fee, and a bill of quantities for all
required building materials and a planning.
After order confirmation, we send the technical
details, floorplans, elevations, building manuals
and technical reports (also for permit process).
The building details and instructions are
covered by the license fee and enable clients to
build according to our technical prescriptions
and quality standards.

We offer remote support during construction to
guide clients whenever they have questions or
encounter issues during the construction
process.
To help new building partners in realising a
decent building quality, we offer training
programs and capacity building to their building
teams. Easy Housing sends someone over to
train the teams for several days or weeks,
depending on the required amount of training
(on quotation basis).
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Process
Easy Housing establishes a project with a
building partner, which makes sure the project
requirements are met (e.g. design, permit, land,
funds and budgets). The order is placed by the
building partner and we deliver the building
package, send the drawings and technical
details.
The building partner then carries out the
construction of the project and works together
with
its
regular
local
partners,
like
municipalities,
financial
institutions
and
subcontractors.

Easy Housing

Building package

Procurement

Building manuals

Coordination

Support

Building partner

Construction

Households
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Beira, Mozambique
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BUILDING CONCEPT
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Design flexibility

The building system is developed in a way that homes can be scaled in width and depth and it allows for designs up to three storeys high. This way, we
offer many potential typologies and building sizes, from studios to large family homes and multi-storey homes, as long as they are within the 60 cm
grid of the building system. The position of windows, doors and partition walls is flexible so that any floorplan can be created. Installations,
infrastructure and finishing options can be selected to fit the project needs and can be integrated in our homes just like in any other building method.
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For more information on the different designs and floor plans, see our Product Brochure.

Floorplans
We design and offer many different homes and typologies, from small starter homes to larger family homes. We have standardised
floorplans but our team of architects can also design new projects and floorplans tailored to the needs of a client. In the pictures below
and on the next pages we show some of the design options.
One Bedroom House – 40 sqm

Three Bedroom House – 52 sqm
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Studio
Studio – 27 sqm

Easy Housing has a studio option
that is compact and affordable. It
offers 27 square meters of living
space and is designed for one or
two people. The studio is a
comfortable home and can be
expanded incrementally into a
larger home to fit a family.
The building costs of a studio
depend per country but is generally
below USD 8500. The final building
costs depend on local costs of
materials and labour. Easy Housing
provides the bill of quantities and
reference budgets upon request.
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Incremental building
The circular design principles allow for incremental building.
Residents can increase the size of their homes to fit a growing
family and save money for expanding over time.

This floorplan is one of our incremental designs with a two
bedroom house that can be expanded to a four bedroom house.
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Multiple storeys

Easy Housing can build two or three storey configurations. This allows for higher
urban density and is considered an important design prerequisite for urban housing
projects and urban densification. The structural integrity and building physics are
suited for multiple building layers.
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Finishing options

Finishing options can be adjusted to the project requirements. The interior walls can
be painted in any colour. The ceiling can be on top or bottom of the ceiling beams and
can be painted white.
Other finishing options, like the floor and the façade, and kitchen and sanitation have
the same degree of choice as any other home. They can be procured or
subcontracted locally.
Installations and infrastructure, like electricity, plumbing, heating, ventilation and
cooling, can all be chosen and integrated like in any other building. Just like solar
panels, solar home systems, and water storage tanks.
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Climate resilience

Affordable sustainable housing solutions must become climate
resilient, as climate change is a strong driver of inequality. The
consequences of climate change will affect the poorest people and
countries in the world the most, as they have the least means to adapt
to or mitigate local consequences of climate change. This effect is
already seen today, in the form of more frequent and severe extreme
weather events and natural disasters.
UNHCR states that a significant percentage of displaced people in fact
already are climate refugees. Climate-smart building solutions are
thus crucial. Easy Housing integrates climate adaptation and mitigation
in its concept, both through its large carbon offset potential, and
directly through its climate resilient design that can withstand floods,
hurricanes and earthquakes.
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Flood resilience

Easy Housing normally uses an elevated wooden floor that is
lifted above ground level. The foundation is done by small
concrete blocks, timber poles or screw foundation. This results
in low foundation costs and requires little site preparations.
The elevated ground floor offers flood resilience.
When building in flood prone areas, the elevation height of the
floor can be adjusted accordingly. Normally the inner floor
level is elevated around 20 cm above ground level. This can be
increased to over 80 cm to anticipate local flood levels.
The foundation can also be reinforced depending on the soil
type, so that it will not erode or sink during flood events. The
foundation detail can also be recalibrated in height to level out
the building in case severe floods cause the foundation points
to sink or move slightly.
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Earthquakes

Timber buildings can cope with earthquakes relatively well.
The wood fibres in the structural beams and columns have
elastic properties that are better capable of withstanding the
force of earthquakes than concrete bricks. Concrete bricks and
walls are easily displaced by sudden and multidirectional
forces of earthquakes, while the timber beams can divert the
force through their tensile strength and elasticity.
Wood's ability to withstand high loads for short periods of time
and retain its elasticity and ultimate strength can be an asset
in seismic and high-wind zones. In addition, wood-frame
buildings typically weigh less than those made of concrete and
steel, reducing inertial seismic forces.
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Fire safety

Contrary to common belief, fire safety in wooden buildings is
not a big issue. Of course, fire is a danger for all buildings,
regardless of the used materials. Fires usually start in the
contents and furnishings in homes and offices, and occur in
concrete, steel, masonry, and wood buildings alike.
In a fire, timber chars on the outside while retaining its
strength, slowing combustion and allowing time to evacuate.
This charring effect offers increased safety and means that
mass timber is predictable when exposed to fire. Woodframe construction has a proven safety and performance
record for fire protection, and Easy Housing has developed
fireproof building details to ensure fire safety.
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Supply chain

The design philosophy behind the building system of Easy Housing
focuses on scalability and international application. The system is
designed to be utilised and adopted by local partners throughout the
world and is therefore intrinsically transferable and scalable.
We believe that the standardised approach in our building system can
play a key role in mitigating the housing and climate crises.
Especially since the building system can be tailored to local cultural
design needs, building materials and typologies. Ensuring cultural
integration, while remaining a standardised building concept, will
play a key role in the success factor of this concept.
The conventional paradigm is that building styles are by nature
geographically restricted to a local or regional level, and that there is
no one-size-fits-all solution to the global housing shortage. Through
the customisation and flexibility of our system, we aspire to break
with this paradigm. Through Easy Housing, local partners can use its
scalable concept to tackle the housing and climate challenges.
23

SUSTAINABLE IMPACT
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Circular economy

The concept of Easy Housing is developed to be as environmentally friendly
as possible. As a circular building concept, it maintains material value and
does not cause waste. Every component is screwed together and can be
disassembled again. We don’t use glue or nails. In addition, our circular
construction allows for prefabrication in carpentry workshops, which makes
our building cycles fast and scalable.
The circular homes can be reused, repurposed, relocated, rebuilt,
incrementally expanded, stored and shipped flat-pack and repaired or
maintained by replacing individual components.
Thanks to these circular design principles, the concept does not have any
building waste during and after construction. The building site and its soil
remain clean. The building materials have a lifespan of over 100 years when
properly maintained and can be reused over and over again.
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Local labour

Our license model allows partners to use the building system for
their own projects. Local project developers and contractors
take care of construction of the building projects. Building
manuals, floorplans and technical drawings are provided. Easy
Housing facilitates the supply chain of the building materials and
offers training and support. Through these services, we enable
building partners to switch to a sustainable building method.

Support and training is offered to building partners to ensure the
building quality. This capacity development integrates know-how
of circular and sustainable ways of building (with timber) in local
building companies and helps to spread knowledge and
awareness on these topics. Training to construction workers and
carpenters also ensures knowledge retention for future projects
in the area.
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Energy and water efficiency

The design is energy efficient and uses passive house design principles.
The integrated overhang blocks the incoming sun and provides
protection against rain. Passively ventilated shafts behind façade and
roof cladding remove the incoming heat passively through convection.
The roof structure allows for integration of solar panels. This way, the
energy demand of the homes remains low. The roof holds a rain gutter,
so rainwater can be collected in a rainwater collection system.
Window glazing type can be adjusted to the local climate. Reflective
glass in tropical climates keeps out the heat. The floor, walls and roof
can be insulated to increase insulation values in colder areas.
These energy efficient details provide a comfortable indoor climate and
save costs on energy consumption during lifetime. The building’s
reduced energy demand directly contributes in reduced carbon
emissions as well.
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Carbon impact
For an average 100 sqm home, Easy Houses realise a CO2
reduction of 35 tons per home compared to a cement brick home.
This reduction is caused by the bifold carbon impact of building
with timber. On the one hand, building in timber prevents the use
of concrete, which avoids 100% of these CO2 emissions. On the
other hand, trees capture CO2 from the atmosphere and store
carbon into the wood that they grow. This process of carbon
sequestration stores 1.5 kg of CO2 per kg of timber that is used.
This adds up to 160% of CO2 reduction iin the form of stored
carbon in the timber of Easy Housing. This way, we realise an
emission reduction of up to 260% through CO2 substitution and
storage.

Did you know?
38% of the global CO2
emissions are caused by the
built environment!

By realizing the housing demand with concepts like Easy
Housing, we can solve the sustainable affordable housing gap
and cut 10% of global annual emissions at the same time! The
carbon offset potential can be certified and valorized to decrease
the cost of the building system. Easy Housing is working towards
carbon monetization through selling carbon credits for this
impact.
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Cultural values
Easy Housing works together with local stakeholders, like governments, project
developers, contractors and NGOs, to realise sustainable affordable housing
projects. The building system of Easy Housing facilitates the local building
sector to switch to a scalable and sustainable way of building, while enabling
local partners to keep playing their role in the process and ensuring local jobs.
The design flexibility of the building concept allows for projects to be tailored to
cultural design criteria, such as façade finishing and architectural elements, as
well as adjustments for local climate conditions, and flexibility in typologies,
floor plans and window positions. Our partnership model empowers the local
building ecosystem in which jobs are created for the local community and where
local stakeholders are involved in the project.
Ensuring cultural integration is fundamental for successful building projects.
Building styles and habits show large geographically variation, and there is no
one-size-fits-all solution to the global housing shortage. Through the
customisation and flexibility of the system, we offer a concept that can blend in
with the cultural values and the needs of local communities. The standardised
and optimised backbone of our concept remain scalable at the same time.
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Improving settlements

Slum upgrading

Refugee settlements

Informal settlements are a serious challenge in
many emerging economies. Poor building quality
and lack of urban planning create inhumane
circumstances for its inhabitants. Informal
urban sprawl also limits the capacity of cities to
execute proper urban planning and city
expansion .

Many refugee settlements exist for decades and
often struggle with national legislation that
officially does not allow for the building of
permanent structures.

Governments find it hard to address this issue
effectively due to its complex nature. Easy
Housing can play a role in slum upgrading. The
possibility of relocation and incremental
building, as well as the ability to use local labour
and deliver building packages on a large scale,
provide a part of the prerequisites for
successful upgrading of informal settlements.

Thanks to the circular design principles, it is
easy to relocate Easy Houses to new locations,
as there is no permanent connection to the site.
This way, the concept can be used in
humanitarian and refugee context as well. The
option of relocation through the circularity of
Easy Housing creates new possibilities for
humanitarian settings.
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Sustainable Development Goals

Sustainable affordable housing has a positive impact on almost all sustainable development
goals (SDGs). Local labour and value chains, sustainably sourced materials, climate change
adaptation and mitigation, access to a healthy and dignified home, renewable energy and
water, and partnerships throughout the building ecosystem. These are some of the key values
that Easy Housing pursues to make a positive impact. See the appendices for more context
on SDGs and sustainable affordable housing.
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Arua, Uganda
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COMPANY
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Our team
Brian Onenchan

Mikkel Jensen
Timber Engineer (advisor)

Wadzanai Mvundura
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Intern Business Development

Junior Business Development

Wiladatu Sakdiyah

Wolf Bierens

Marlene Salia

Intern Business Development

Founder | CEO

Junior Architect

Project Manager Uganda

Mohammed Abolilah

Niels van den Berge

Intern Architecture & Engineering

Founder | COO

Max Heidelberg
Intern Business Development
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Josien de Koning

Naba Nashit Tareque

Alberto Cumerlato

Engineering & Digitalisation (advisor)

Inclusive Finance Expert (advisor)

Senior Architect (advisor)

Partnerships

Easy Housing taps into the local building ecosystem and establishes partnerships with relevant stakeholders. This approach strengthens
the project viability and makes sure the local community is involved, and that cultural values and requirements are integrated in projects.
We use a licensing business model; local partners pay a license fee for using our building concept on a project basis. Local project
developers and contractors take care of construction (and maintenance) of the building projects. Construction workers need little training
to build with Easy Housing and the building process can be done with simple electrical tools. Building manuals, floorplans and technical
drawings are provided as part of the license fee. Easy Housing also facilitates the supply chain of the timber building package, and
provides support in selecting local building material options and ensuring their quality. Support and training can be provided to local
building partners to ensure the building quality and to set up larger projects.
Besides facilitating the stakeholders with the building system and safeguarding local compliance by involving local builders, the concept
stimulates local supply chains by utilizing local building materials whenever possible. For example, for finishing options of façades,
flooring, roofing, painting, and sanitation. Since Easy Housing prefers to just provide the timber housing frame, it complements the local
housing market and steers it in a more sustainable direction without hampering local jobs or culture.
Some of our partners:
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Building Ecosystem
Global level

Urbanisation &
Population Growth

Circular &
Biobased Economy

Paris Agreement

Sustainable
Development Goals

Governments

NGOs

Easy Housing

Logistical
Partners

Architects &
Urban Planners

Local Governments

Building Partners

Subcontractors

Quality of Living

Local Jobs

Families

Climate Resilience

International level

National level

Family level
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Hilversum, The Netherlands
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Circular building concept that advances the circular economy
Sustainably sourced FSC timber that is CCA pressure treated against termites
Carbon negative homes that save up to 260% of CO2 per home on average
Scalable building system and large capacity of supply chain
Quick to build through standardised details
Easy building details that can be built with local labour and creates local jobs
Incremental building possible through circular design
Relocation and repurposing possible
Optimised for efficient logistics and off-site building
Simple universal design with many configurations and typologies
Building up to three storeys high
Including building instructions, manuals, technical details and support
Screws included in building package and screw pattern instructions in manuals
Building materials can be sourced locally
Engineered and consistent product quality
Lightweight construction and simple foundation options
Elevated floor protects against vermin and termites
Elevated floor withstands floods and rainy seasons with adjustable foundation height
Sturdy structural frame that can withstand hurricanes and earthquakes
Working through a partnership model that nurtures local building ecosystems
Biobased building with high living comfort and healthy materials
Engineered safety and good building physics
Good fire safety, acoustics, structural integrity
Energy efficient through insulation, overhang and ventilated roof and façade
Roof structure suitable for rain water harvesting and solar energy systems
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Structural integrity
The structural integrity of the building concept is developed and
calculated by structural engineers that are specialised in
timber frame construction.
It is important that each project gets a final structural check, as
each project has unique circumstances that require different
levels of structural strength. Criteria like wind load, snow load,
soil conditions and likeliness of exposure to hurricanes or
earthquakes all have an impact on the building details.
In some regions, the foundation blocks might need to be
reinforced to add more weight to the foundation, in order to
withstand weak soils or hurricanes and earthquakes. Some
designs will require several stability walls without windows to
withstand heavy wind loads (e.g. coastal regions).
For this reason, we supply the right types and amounts of
screws along with the timber frame. Combined with the
technical details and building manuals with screw instructions,
we can ensure a strong building that can handle the elements.
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Overhang

Overhangs in our design block the sun from the façade and. This helps to
keep the home cool in hot climates and provides shelter from rain as
well. The overhang extends the interior to the outside and gives a
protected place to work, sit or rest in front of the home.
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Foundation and floor

The elevated floor construction is connected to compact
foundation blocks or poles. The size and weight can be
adjusted according to the local soil and wind conditions. The
height of the foundation blocks is adjustable so that in case of
flood risk, the building can be elevated higher.
The foundation can generally be dug in manually. It can also be
removed and relocated along with the building according to
circular design principles. Even on rough or rocky terrain, this
offers easy site preparations, since the timber floor is
connected on these points and does not require a level
concrete slab. This saves a lot of costs, building time and
labour in the foundation of the building.
The slightly elevated ground floor also provides living comfort
as the inner floor level is higher than the surrounding and
gives some extra height and viewing distance from inside.
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Foundation and floor

Besides the potential flood resilience, this elevated floor
construction also has other general advantages. For example,
during rainy seasons, the floor is unaffected by heavy rainfall
and rainwater can not enter the ground floor even when the
surrounding is temporarily flooded.
The elevated construction does not touch the ground and is
ventilated from below so that any moisture can always
evaporate from the construction, ensuring the lifespan of the
construction. The timber construction can handle high humidity
levels well as long as the construction can ventilate.
In addition, the elevated construction protects against
termites. Both through using CCA treated timber as well as
through the elevated structure.
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Roof

The roof is usually covered with corrugated roof sheets. Any type of
corrugated sheet is compatible, as long as it is properly applied. The
ventilated space beneath the sheets discharges the heat upwards to the
back through passive convection and keeps the home cool inside. A layer
of insulation can be applied above the ceiling between the roof beams to
reduce entering heat.
The roof is strong enough to carry solar systems to provide renewable
energy. And when a rain gutter is installed, it is possible to collect rain
water in a storage tank. The roof can be lifted to add a second floor later
on as part of the incremental building philosophy.
45

Sustainable Development Goals
Access to affordable housing is considered to be one of the most important drivers in ending poverty. UN-HABITAT defines the boundary of affordable housing
being around 30% of a household’s income. Many urban dwellers nowadays face housing costs of even over 50% of their income. This directly affects a
family’s ability to sufficiently provide in their other basic needs like food, water and energy and in their ability to save for structural matters like the education
of their children. The circular and affordable nature of Easy Housing allows for new financing models and has the capacity to unlock affordable housing in
many markets.

As mentioned under SDG1, creating affordable housing directly relates to a household’s ability to provide in their basic needs like food. Affordable housing
creates more savings as well as new economic opportunities for households and reduced inequality. All these factors will contribute directly and indirectly to
the eradication of hunger.

Living in a safe and comfortable home has a large positive impact on people’s health and wellbeing. The covid pandemic has clearly demonstrated the link
between decent housing and health. Besides that, having an affordable home to live with security of ownership or rental rights, also reduces stress and
mental risks. Timber homes are proven to have a positive effect on people’s wellbeing and offer a higher living comfort. For example, wood has a good
buffering capacity on the indoor humidity levels which has a positive effect for respiratory tracts. Wood is a natural product and does not contain chemicals
that potentially end up in your indoor air. In addition, wood as a biobased material feels comfortable to live in and it makes your home easily adjustable to
your wishes.

The link between a safe and affordable home and eduction is bifold. Affordable housing enables parents to pay for education of their children. And having a
decent dwelling provides the right conditions for children to do homework and study at home. Children in slums often lack adequate conditions for learning
outside of school hours, even simple things like a room to study without distraction and proper lighting can make a huge difference.
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Sustainable Development Goals
Access to education is still lower for girls than it is for boys in many emerging economies. Sometimes out of cultural reasons, but often also just because
poverty forces parents to choose for which children they can afford to pay education, resulting in the girls ending up contributing in domestic tasks rather
than continuing secondary or higher education. When a family has access to sustainable affordable housing, the girls in the household are much more likely
to get decent education and equal opportunities to develop themselves, with all the benefits for gender equality. Besides that, quality affordable housing also
decreases the chance of getting exposed to gender based violence (GBV) for girls and women, because it creates a safer living environment for them.

Water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) programs are always core focus for developing regions, and for good reason. Waterborne diseases still cause a lot of
unnecessary suffering and can be easily overcome with proper sanitation and sewerage. This infrastructure is difficult to integrate in informal settlements
and sub-par building quality. In our building system it is easy to connect and maintain infrastructure like plumming and sewerage. In addition, the roof’s
rainwater run-off can be collect and stored in rainwater tanks. That option might sounds obvious, but many informal dwelling lack a proper structural front
beam at the lower side of the roof to attach a rain gutter to. The flat roof option allows for green roofs which enhance urban biodiversity and offer rainwater
retention and filtering.

The sloped roof and flat roof are strong enough to carry solar systems. This way, the homes can produce their own solar electricity and can even store it in a
solar home system as an off-grid electricity supply. Equally important is an energy efficient housing design with passive house principles that create a home
that does not demand much energy for heating and cooling in the first place. That’s why Easy Housing has integrated many details that lead to reduction of the
households energy demand. The overhang towards the sunny side blocks the incoming hot sun from the windows. The roof and façade have ventilated shafts
which passively discard the heat through convection. In addition, the floors, walls and roof can be insulated in various thicknesses, as well as the type of
window glazing, depending on the local climate of a project.

Adequate access to housing provides one of the cornerstones for decent work and economic growth. Without a good home, it is more difficult to find a job and
to function well on the job market. Basic things, like having access to sanitation to ensure personal hygiene during your job or a safe and quiet bedroom
where you can properly rest at night, are compromised for people without access to good housing and hinder their opportunities on the job market. In
addition, Easy Housing also ensures local job creation. Through its partnership model it operates within local building ecosystems and empowers
stakeholders and communities in sustainable construction projects with local jobs. This is an important advantage of Easy Housing over international
concepts that import complete solutions or that require skilled labour from outside.
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Sustainable Development Goals
The timber industry will play an important role in solving the housing crisis in the coming decades. Easy Housing and other timber solutions will push the
timber industry towards innovation and scaling up their sustainable production forests. For example, Levasflor is a partner of Easy Housing in Mozambique
and manages natural forests in a very sustainable way (FSC). Through Easy Housing, these industries can increase their currently underused potential of
sustainable forestry for timber construction.

Access to affordable housing is paramount for elevating people from poverty. Our circular concept allows for new financing models and incremental building
options for poor people, which can create a lot of value for this demographic. Providing safe and healthy dwellings will also increase the economic
opportunities for households that currently lack economic options in informal settlements. Furthermore, climate change is in itself a strong driver of
inequality. The consequences of climate change will affect the poorest people and countries in the world the most, as they have least means to adapt or
mitigate local consequences of climate change. This effect is already seen today, in the form of more extreme weather events and natural disasters. For this
reason, climate resilient building solutions are crucial. Easy Housing reduces inequality indirectly through its large carbon offset potential and directly
through its climate resilient design that can withstand floods, hurricanes and earthquakes and through its energy efficient passive design principles.
This goal is most directly related to sustainable affordable housing. For cities to be truly sustainable and thrive economically and socially, it is very important
to have inclusive and mixed city planning. This implies mixing household typologies and creating lively neighbourhoods with clusters in a good urban plan.
This is an enormous challenge, especially in rapidly expanding urban areas. There are numerous examples of both uncontrolled urban sprawl as well as
cookie cutter homogenous neighbourhoods that fail to offer inclusive housing and lack cultural identity or character, which is so vital for sustainable
communities. Easy Housing is a sustainable building system that offers many options for housing typologies, clusters and neighbourhoods, within its
standardised system. This enables architects and city planners to adopt our system in their designs in order to create truly sustainable and inclusive
communities and vibrant neighbourhoods.
Over the last couple of years the trend towards a circular economy is evident. However, many industries are still struggling with this transition and need
innovative solutions that can help them in transcending from a linear to a circular business model. The building industry is a good example. It has to change to
circular and climate-smart building solutions, but it is an enormous challenge to steer away from the traditional ways of construction. Easy Housing as a
circular concept in fact creates a lot of value. The circular homes can be reused, repurposed, relocated, rebuild, incrementally expanded, stored flat-pack and
repaired by replacing individual components. These circular design aspects hence create a lot of opportunities for value retention, for easy maintenance and
repairs, for new building functions and for new types of financial (mortgage) services. All these intrinsic advantages of our circular design principles create
long-term value that will translate into wealth and health for its dwellers.
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The carbon impact of building in timber is significant. On the one side, building in timber prevents the use of concrete, which is accountable for 8% of all global
CO2 emissions. On the other side, trees actually capture CO2 from the atmosphere and store that carbon into the wood they grow. This so called process of
carbon sequestration stores approximately 1.5 kg of CO2 per kg of timber that is used. Hence, an average 100 sqm home of Easy Housing has a CO2 reduction
of up to 260%.

Deforestation and biodiversity loss are among the largest challenges of our time. Using timber as a construction material will actually help to mitigate these
challenges. The sustainably sourced timber comes from certified and properly managed production forests. There is still a lot of unused capacity and when
the demand for sustainable timber increases, the amount of land that is allocated to sustainable forestry will actually increase. Hence, with increased land
cover allocated to sustainable production forests, this will also increase the resilience and biodiversity of these ecosystems. Forests function as a carbon
sink in itself and also have recreational value and serve as habitat for wildlife. Hence, using timber from sustainable forestry will actually increase the forest
cover and biodiversity and facilitates an enormous carbon footprint reduction in the construction industry.

In their latest New Urban Agenda report, UNHABITAT stresses the important role of strong institutions to obtain social and inclusive cities that are climate
resilient and economically thriving. Sustainable affordable housing plays an important role in the prosperity of communities on all levels. Access to housing
reinforces the stability of the social fabric and fosters strength of institutions and their ability to maintain peace and justice. Obviously, this goes two ways
and we need strong institutions to realise sufficient sustainable affordable housing and inclusive urban planning. Sustainable housing and strong institutions
go hand in hand and when both thrive, they will create a synergetic upward spiral in the development of sustainable communities.

It will need a lot of technical innovation, willpower, risk taking and policy adaptation to achieve this transition to sustainable circular housing in one of the
biggest economic sectors. The building industry is a complex web of stakeholders that all have to work together to achieve this goal. Governments, project
developers, contractors, architects, urban planners, NGOs, institutions, the financial sector, policy makers, politicians and of course inhabitants are all
involved in this sustainable housing puzzle and all need to move along and cooperate for this transition to succeed. For this reason, the partnership model of
Easy Housing is key to its success factor. In order for an innovative sustainable building system to get embraced, it needs to be embedded in the existing
construction ecosystem so that cultural acceptance can be ensured.
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